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GRAND INFLATABLE BOATS


GRAND BOATS

We are a rigid inflatable boat manufacturer specializing in high-end fiberglass RIBs. 

A company founded by a group of passionate engineers and sailing enthusiasts back in 2001, who couldn’t help but start an exceptional RIB boat brand. Our superb watercrafts are all developed, designed, and built in Ukraine, ensuring that every boat is a true European product. Through a global distribution network, we offer a wide range of high-end family RIBs, yacht tenders and even commercial RIBs, crafted to offer a fusion of luxury and functionality, providing unique style, comfort and safety.

We are a rigid inflatable boat manufacturer from Ukraine, specializing in fiberglass premium family and pleasure RIBs, sailboat and yacht tenders, and commercial/work RIB boats. Founded in 2001 by a group of sailing enthusiasts, who couldn’t help but start a true European quality inflatable boat brand.

ABOUT US



CHOOSE YOUR STYLE






GOLDEN LINE







SILVER LINE







DRIVE LINE










DISTRIBUTION NETWORK


DISTRIBUTION

Grand Inflatable Boats are available in over 40 countries worldwide and represented by over 20 Authorized Regional Distributors with their own local dealer network. Our team of the best marine industry professionals provides fast and easy access to our products, along with the exceptional customer service and aftercare. Grand RIBs are instantaneously accessible from the distributors’ stock and/or to be shortly delivered with our non-stop monthly dispatches. Find your local agent in just a few clicks.

Grand Boats are available in over 40 countries worldwide and represented by Authorized Regional Distributors and Dealers, providing instant access to our products through stocks and showrooms, and deliveries of your custom RIBs with minimal delay through our continuous monthly dispatches.

DISTRIBUTORS



FEATURED MODEL

Discover various business opportunities with Grand Boats and our multipurpose Drive D950 commercial quality RIB. A professional, agile 9.5m/31ft big inflatable boat, with a durable two-stepped high-performance hull, suited for twin engine installation up to a total of 700HP. A semi rigide, with a widely customizable deck, in the end making it a fast RIB speed boat adjustable for exploring, diving, fishing, patrolling and work use.

LEARN MORE

























  







BUILD YOUR BOAT


BUILD YOUR BOAT

Customize your boat from colors to options with our 3D configurator tool.

Customize your boat from colors to options with our 3D configurator tool.

CREATE NOW



CONTACT US

Thank you for your interest in our brand. If you have any questions, or would like to learn more about how to become a dealer, it would be a pleasure to hear from you and assist with your inquiry in a timely manner. Kindly fill out the following form with your request.


















SEND REQUEST











Follow us on social media
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CONTACTS







Potemkina str. 18a, Solonicevka 62370 Dergachevsky distr. Kharkovskaya obl. Ukraine 





	
+38 057 784 01 25

	
+38 057 784 01 24
(fax)










mail@grandmarine.com.ua 
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